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Tad Hargrave: “I’m in a marketing workshop and we’re doing an exercise about 
identifying the risks people perceive in doing business with us that might stop them 
from buying from us. We were told to ask some friends and colleagues for their candid 
opinions on this. So, here’s the question: why wouldn’t you work with someone who 
does what I do? What are the risks you perceive? What are you scared might happen? 
I’d love to hear your honest thoughts on this.”


Tad Hargrave: Post your offer here: 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/23472862 


Tad Hargrave: 30 min - For the next thirty minutes, review packages and offers of 
others in the groups. If your last name begins with the letters A-L start at the top and 
work down. If your last name begins with M-Z start at the bottom and work up. 


RATE 1-10 (1 is not compelling at all and 10 is a hot, must-have offer). 


If you don’t give it a ten, please share your best thoughts and ideas of WHAT IT 
WOULD TAKE for it to be a ten. Is something missing that should be added or is 
something present that should be taken away? Is it the price? Is something confusing? 


Where do you see the RISKS for you in these offers? Help them make their offer better 
and more clear.


Tad Hargrave: WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THAT EXERCISE?


Andra: People are charging a lot more than I am for their offers


Shweta @GUTsierLiving: I agree.


Shweta @GUTsierLiving: More ideas to add to my packages.


Janis Isaman: I personally prefer straightforward offers with fewer items.


Ifalase McGowan: This was sooooooo valuable! The feedback for each person, I can 
apply to me.


Ifalase McGowan: There were things that I missed in my package too


Stephanie Jenkins: There’s a sweet spot between what’s included. Some packages felt 
like too much and other like not enough


Olivier Severs: It some cases could too many services or offers devalue the service


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/23472862
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Pat Snow: I really loved and appreciated the feedback I received. Thank you to those 
who replied.


Sarah Sea: my package title doesn’t appeal to the target market


Marsha Sims: I learned that I need to be more specific about *how* they will learn from 
me - work pages, examples, stories, exercises, etc.  Thanks!  I appreciate the ideas!


Sarah Sea: sooo many points in the comments, I need more time to read and integrate 
them. thank you


Cara (she/her): It was nice when items in the package were specific... that built 
credibility with me


Twyla Kowalenko: really enjoying this hands on play together… learning about others' 
ideas and help clarifying mine


Simon Oats:	 I can see how the nuances of how you articulate your package makes 
such a difference to how it’s received


Pat Snow: Guess what? I already got 5 responses from my Facebook post. Wow!


Janis Isaman: I had a negative response to offers that included “value" for each items.  
Especially if there was a huge “discount" at the end.  I perceive it as 90s telemarketing 
marketing, and prefer if the price is just the price, as I lose credibility in people who 
create "value" for things that would never be priced that way.


Daniela: That there's always a lot more work to be done and a good name for a 
premium offer makes a difference. Also that seeing outside of one's niche box is 
helpful and needed for prospective clients.


Pat Snow: RESPONSES FROM FACEBOOK QUESTION:

- Lori B: I often don't do business with very legitimate independent online businesses 

because I can never tell if they're a grift or a scam. Some of the marketing has 
gotten so pitchy I can't tell and don't want to get conned out of my money or 
relinquish my payment method to them.


- Michelle K: Fear of it being a waste of money. Not getting value.


- Debbie O: Return on investment is always in question


- Natalie G: Return on investment is always a question. No matter the cost, is the 
person really worth what they are asking?
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- John C: Does your product/service actually work? Will it work for me?


Ifalase McGowan: Thank you for sharing!


Tad Hargrave: POV: Symptoms vs. Diagnosis One of the biggest places people get 
stuck in their marketing is confusing their clients' symptoms (what they're aware they 
are experiencing) with their diagnosis as a practitioner. They try to sell people on 
handling dehydration rather than offering relief from migraines. This is a big deal. 
https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/topics/6575465 


Pat Snow: And once your in Tad's membership, you want to stay for the massive 
value :)


Tad Hargrave: WHAT IS YOUR HOT TAKE ON THE ISSUE?


Janis Isaman: Pain: the pain doesn't originate in the location where you feel it


Marsha Sims:You won't throw anything away.


Amy (she/hers) Treaty 6 (Edmonton, AB): The challenge is, most leadership theories 
were developed by a bunch of rich white guys who already had power over others and 
that’s not what you are.


Annie Blackstone: There is more to weight gain than what you put in your mouth


Ifalase McGowan: 61% (can't remember the exact percentage but it's high) womxn 
struggle with un-diagnosed fertility issues, it's a global issue, it's not just you!


Daniela: You're prisoner to taste buds today instead of being on your future healthy 
self's side.


Olivier Severs: Legacy & Impact. There are very few things more powerful than being 
an inspiration to others or changing someone else’s world.


Simon Oats: Your presentation is shit because you still think if you give people 
information they will do something about it - Information only means something when 
we understand how it impacts real people - to get that we need stories


Stephanie Jenkins: You are trying to please external authority rather than listening to 
the truth of your own body and soul.


Sarah Sea: Improvised movement needs you! Re-learn play


Nala Walla: Even white people have wise indigenous ancestors to guide them


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/topics/6575465
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Mea Voce: You’ve been sitting in grief for sometime now and won’t let go, so can’t 
move forward


Simon Oats: TAD - is this in the realm of Point of View?


Heather Unger: You believe that humans have to damage the earth to meet their needs. 
But humans can be as regenerative as they are destructive.


Cherice Keck: People are inundated with so many products they are not willing to hear 
about ONE more!


Francesca Elisia: You keep trying to escape your emotional pain by dumping it on 
others instead of facing it and doing your healing


Twyla Kowalenko: We're all a collection of habits - habits that served a purpose but are 
completely automatic. We are constantly trying to change things with no awareness of 
these habits, our bodies or how we actually create new habits that we want


Pat Snow: Many small business owners (including myself) resist planning, resist 
consistency, resist small steps, resist and/or are too busy to do the marketing that they 
need. They get complacent, don't look out for. They're not willing to give up being a 
control freak, being a lone ranger, have difficulty asking for help. I could go on, but I 
won't :)


Janet Hill: You are trying too hard to fix your outside world rather than looking inside to 
your own reality


Susan Kendal (she/her): eBook/Workbook in the Membership: Don't Market Yourself. 
Market Your Message. 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/courses/2713025/content 


Pat Snow: They get complacent, and get used to living on the edge. Or they've created 
a job, not a business.


Sarah Sea: You think dancing means learning choreography? Guess again! Improvised 
movement is good for you, re-learn how to play


Pat Snow: @Simon Oats, I'm with you. We need stories, metaphors etc.


Shweta @GUTsierLiving: You feel none of the holistic modalities/products are working 
because its not integrated to the biorhyms/laws of nature.  Timings of when you eat, 
when you sleep, wake up etc  must be consistent for neurohormal pathways and 
enzyme/hormonal secretions.


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/courses/2713025/content
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Nala Walla: How do you get a buddy?

Susan Kendal (she/her): Find a buddy in this program: 

https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/23110716 


Nala Walla: Thanks


Simon Oats: thanks Tad


Pat Snow: This was so helpful!


https://marketingforhippies.mn.co/posts/23110716

